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Aviation

I used to live here



Aviation

and this thought bubble would happen



Aviation

and now I live near here



Aviation

This is the 10L/28R circuit pattern for Archerfield (YBAF)



Aviation

and I’d see this on my way home



Aviation

This is me on my way home



Aviation

and so



Aviation

In November 2015, I did this



A domestic argument ensued

My lovely wife Amanda was like



A compromise was reached

and I was like



The argument was over

and Amanda was like



Today

First CASA flight exam looms



Aviation

This is a story about some things I have learned about aviation.



Civil Aviation in Australia

Federally regulated by Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA).
Services, such as weather, provided by Airservices Australia.
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Civil Aviation in Australia

and we don’t want this to happen
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so these also exist
International Air Services Commission, Australia (IASC).
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
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Australian Commonwealth, Civil Aviation Act 1988.
Under CAA1988, is Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998.
The Civil Aviation Regulation 1988 (CAR) is replaced by
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CASR 61.345 (pilot logbooks)
Are electronic logbooks OK?



Civil Aviation in Australia

Yes. CASR 61.365(3)



Pilot logbooks

Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry
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Pilot logbooks

Introducing the pilot logbook cottage industry

01 August 2016



Pilot logbooks

This is me, when not flying



Pilot logbooks for responsible pilots

Pilot logbook requirements
Data loss impossible, including logbook history, with merge.
First-class logbook-related values for composition.
Values that can close over other values.
Ability for arbitrary reporting.
You can see where I am going, innit?
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Pilot logbook

A responsible, CASR 61.x compliant pilot uses
Haskell data type (sums and products) for logbook.
Lenses for querying and reporting.
Pilot logbook zipper for navigating a logbook.
A pretty-printer to meet CASR 61.365 requirements.
Revision control (git) for maintaining zero data loss.
Publishes open-source logbook libraries.



Use-case

Query: Aviation Reference Number (ARN) of logbook owner

digitlist :: Prism ′ Int [ Digit ]
arn :: Lens ′ Aviator [ Digit ]
logbookaviator :: Lens ′ ( Logbook a b c d) Aviator
mylogbook :: Logbook a b c d

λ> mylogbook ^.
logbook . logbookaviator . arn . re digitlist

1007036



Use-case

Modify: Set the digit at index 2 of the ARN to 5

arn :: Lens ′ Aviator [ Digit ]
logbookaviator :: Lens ′ ( Logbook a b c d) Aviator

λ> :t logbook . logbookaviator . arn %~
\d -> d & ix 2 .~ x5

Logbook a b c d -> Logbook a b c d



Use-case

Modify: Upper-case the surname of the logbook owner

logbookaviator :: Lens ′ ( Logbook a b c d) Aviator
surname :: Lens ′ Aviator String
map toUpper :: String -> String

λ> :t over
( logbook . logbookaviator . surname )
(map toUpper )

Logbook a b c d -> Logbook a b c d



Use-case

Query: Aircraft from all flights

logbookentries :: Lens ( Logbook a b c d) ( Entries a b c d)
_Wrapped :: Iso′ ( Entries a b c d) [ Entry a b c d]
folded :: Foldable f => IndexedFold Int (f a) a
_AircraftFlightEntry ::

Prism ′ ( Entry a b c d) ( AircraftFlight , a)
flightaircraft :: Lens ′ AircraftFlight Aircraft
mylogbook :: Logbook a b c d

λ> :t mylogbook ^..
logbook .
logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry . _1 .
flightaircraft

[ Aircraft ]



Use-case

Query: Find first flight in aircraft registration VH-VVO

logbookentries :: Lens ( Logbook a b c d) ( Entries a b c d)
_AircraftFlightEntry ::

Prism ′ ( Entry a b c d) ( AircraftFlight , a)
flightaircraft :: Lens ′ AircraftFlight Aircraft
aircraftRegistration :: Lens ′ Aircraft String

λ> :t findOf
( logbook .

logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry . _1)
( elemOf

(
flightaircraft .
aircraftRegistration )

"VH -VVO")
mylogbook

Maybe AircraftFlight



Use-case

Print: pretty-print all exam results

_ExamEntry ::
Prism ′ ( Entry a b c d) (Exam , c)

examResult :: Lens ′ Exam Int
examResultMaximum :: Lens ′ Exam Int

λ> mapMOf_
( logbook . logbookentries .

_Wrapped . folded .
_ExamEntry . _1 .
runGetter

((\x y -> show x ++ " out of " ++ show y) <$>
Getter examResult <*>
Getter examResultMaximum )

)
putStrLn
mylogbook

31 out of 40
38 out of 40
38 out of 40



Use-case

Query: All aircraft flights as pilot in-command

logbookentries :: Lens ( Logbook a b c d) ( Entries a b c d)
_AircraftFlightEntry ::

Prism ′ ( Entry a b c d) ( AircraftFlight , a)
flightaircraft :: Lens ′ AircraftFlight Aircraft
aircraftRegistration :: Lens ′ Aircraft String

λ> :t
mylogbook ^..
logbook .
logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry . _1 .
filtered

( elemOf ( command . _InCommand ) ())
[ AircraftFlight ]



Use-case

Query: Total day hours as pilot in-command

λ> foldOf
( logbook .

logbookentries .
_Wrapped .
folded .
_AircraftFlightEntry . _1 .
filtered

( elemOf ( command . _InCommand ) ()) .
daynight .
dayDayNight

)
mylogbook

TimeAmount { _hours = 4, _tenthofhour = 8}



Use-case

Print the entire logbook to a single, printable HTML web page

λ> :t htmlLogbook mylogbook
Html ()

http://logbook.aviation.tmorris.net/

http://logbook.aviation.tmorris.net/


Use-case

Query of arbitrary obtuseness
All flights where, if the departure and arrival date is the same day
(UTC), and that date-of-month is a multiple of 7, unless either
there was an intermediate flight path point of YSCN, or the time
the logbook owner was PiC for the first three legs of the flight, is
between 2.0 hours and the total sum of hours of dual flight in
aircraft registered VH-AFR.
code too big to fit on screen



Electronic Flight Bags

Aeronautical Data and Information



Aeronautical Data and Information

Aviation, Navigation and Geodesy
This part is not technical.
There is no code here.
Only whinging.
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CASR 175

What is CASR 175 about?

“(e) the publication of visual navigation charts.”



CAR 233 (1)(h) moved to CASR 175

CAR 233 (1)(h)

The pilot in command of an aircraft must not commence a flight if he or she has not
received evidence, and taken such action as is necessary to ensure, that:
. . .
(h) the aeronautical data and aeronautical information mentioned in subregulation
(1A) is carried in the aircraft and is readily accessible to the flight crew.



VTC/VNC

This is a Visual Terminal Chart

It unfolds out to 500mm x 1000mm.
Updated every 3 months.
Similar to another required chart; VNC.
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This is a Visual Terminal Chart

It unfolds out to 500mm x 1000mm.
Updated every 3 months.
Similar to another required chart; VNC.



VTC/VNC

Surely these exist in electronic format?
Why yes, they do.



VTC/VNC

but



CASR 175.145(1)

AIS providers–publication of aeronautical charts relating to areas
etc. outside authority
(1) This regulation applies if an AIS provider publishes an
aeronautical chart that includes aeronautical data or aeronautical
information that relates to an area, aerodrome, airspace or ATS
route not covered by the provider’s certificate.



CASR 175.145(1)

No problem.
I will use approved electronic AIS aeronautical charts.



CASR 175.145(1)

but



CASR 175.145(1)



CASR 175.145(1)

So then
I first came to terms with my deep resentment of legislated
enforcement of proprietary hardware and software.
. . . in safety-critical applications such as aviation.
I put aside my expectations of a complete failure.
I took a deep breath.
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CASR 175.145(1)

and I installed ozrunways on a proprietary hardware device.



CASR 175.145(1)



CASR 175.145(1)

I am told that

AvPlan fails at georectification.

Knowingly and with no recourse to correct it.



CASR 175.145(1)

Clearly then
CASR 175.145(1) legislates forced use of unsafe, inferior
aeronautical data.



Civil Aviation Advisory Publication 233-1

CAAP 233-1 Electronic Flight Bags (excerpt)



CASR 175.145(1)



Avionics

Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast
ADS-B



ADS-B

ADS-B is an electronic system aboard aircraft that broadcasts
certain information about that aircraft, to other aircraft, air traffic
control on the ground and anyone else who chooses to receive the

signal.



ADS-B

ADS-B
The ICAO identifier for the airframe.
The flight identifier e.g. aircraft callsign.
Aircraft position.
The integrity of the position report e.g. GPS accuracy.
Altitude as a function of barometric pressure.
Altitude as a function of GPS.
Rate of climb/descent.
Aircraft ground track.
Aircraft ground speed.
Any emergency indicators.
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ADS-B

ADS-B
ADS-B has a revision history in modes.
Mode-S is broadcast on 1090MHza.
Mode-S is most recent and can be received without
transmittingb.
All IFR aircraft must be Mode-S ADS-B equipped by 2017.

aalso 978MHz in some countries e.g. USA
bunlike Mode-C
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ADS-B receive
We can receive Mode-S ADS-B signals with a SDR.
Raspberry-pi, DVB Tuner, 1090MHz antenna.
But we can also do more.
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ADS-B

You are no doubt wondering

Yes the absence of security in ADS-B has been demonstrated.



ADS-B

We won’t be doing that today.
No transmitting of ADS-B.

ADS-B receive only.
However, we will be transmitting over TCP securely.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Portable ADS-B receiver hardware in prototype stage
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Portable ADS-B receiver hardware



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RTL2832U Digital DVB-T (x2)

RTL2832U Digital DVB-T to receive 1090MHz.
2x for either adding 978MHz or redundant 1090MHz.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RTL2832U Digital DVB-T



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Dual 1090MHz Antennae

Copper ground plane can be seen.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

1090MHz Antenna

Tried installing antenna to Amanda.
No signals were received.
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1090MHz Antenna

Tried installing antenna to Amanda.
No signals were received.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Raspberry Pi 3

Raspberry Pi 3 with onboard wifi.
Creates local wireless network.
Running forked open-source http://stratux.me/



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Raspberry Pi 3



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Edimax Wifi adapter

Edimax wifi NIC for wireless client.
Connects to 4G and opens SSH connection to home server for
transmission.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Edimax Wifi adapter



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

VK-162 GPS

External GPS antenna with magnetic mount.
Provides track.
Provides ground speed.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

VK-162 GPS



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RY835AI

Gyrometer providing roll, pitch and yaw.
Magnetometer provides magnetic heading & lateral orientation.
Barometer provides air pressure (altitude).
Thermometer provides outside air temperature.
GPS (GLONASS) available but not used.



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

RY835AI



Portable ADS-B receiver hardware

Battery

USB 5V.
Tested to provide 11 hours running.



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Stratux GPS/AHRS web



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Stratux Traffic web



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Traffic record data type



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Situation record data type



Network Traffic Relaying

Connections

If it is to be portable
We must be able to view status even at 300kt, 3500ft AGL.
We must be able to administer it to and from anywhere.
Securely (SSH).



Portable ADS-B receiver software

Let’s code!


